
MUSIC REHEARSALS 
 

The good man is the only excellent musician, because he gives forth a perfect harmony 
not with a lyre or other instrument, but with the whole of his life. 

- Plato (Classical Greek Philosopher) 
 
SECTIONALS:  Each rehearsal will begin with individual sectionals for 15 minutes.  This 
time should be used efficiently to address both a physical/musical warm-up and music 
rehearsal.  This time may be best utilized for warm-up, tuning, music review, 
memorization, or marching fundamentals – depending upon the needs of the section.   
**If possible, warm-up should be done BEFORE 6pm and tuning immediately following 
warm-up.  And, don’t be afraid to start before 6pm and start without having the entire 
section present.  
 

CONCERT ARCS:  After sectionals/warm-up, the band will meet in concert arcs at the 
main podium to rehearse and run through music.  Concert arcs will be set at the beginning 
of the season (based on instrumentation) and will remain throughout the season – unless 
otherwise directed (see diagram section later in handbook).  Section leadership will be 
responsible for ensuring the form is set as quickly and precisely as possible.  When in 
concert arcs, proper posture and horn angles should be addressed, and focus maintained.   
 

USE TUNERS – All section leaders are to have a tuner and metronome with them at all 
times.  Take time (especially during band camp and the early season) to address intonation 
with your section, and tune individuals.  Have a schedule when individuals come before 
rehearsal and play through their instrument with a tuner.  They MUST know their own 
instrument’s tendencies.  Also, remember that when tuning, address tone and air support 
(see warm-up exercises later in the handbook). 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: when using a tuner, don’t let the individual SEE it at first.  Allow 
them to create the most natural and warm tone first, THEN turn the tuner to them so 
they can adjust.  Too often, we sacrifice our tone for intonation – or worse yet, think of 
intonation before tone.  The reality is, as you know, without good tone, there can be no 
good intonation.  
 
ALWAYS BEGIN WITH A TUNER for reference, but also focus on LISTENING and 
MATCHING – it is imperative that each member of the ensemble understand and develop 
the ability to match pitch and tone.  After all, we don’t march around the field with tuners.   
 
TUNING PITCH:  Each section should choose a tuning note or group of notes that work 
best for tuning their section.  It is recommended that most use F concert or B-flat concert 
and F/B-flat arpeggio.  When working on intonation, make sure to also address tone and 
blend (see warm-up section later in the handbook).  
 
REHEARSAL POSTURE:  It is expected that individuals stand with good posture and horn 
angles during each rehearsal/sectional.  There should be no sitting during sectionals – 
unless circumstances permit and is directed by the Section Leaders.  Always rehearsing 
with proper posture and emphasizing correct horn angles this will help to enhance our 
performances.  Practice how we perform! 
 



STAGGER BREATHING AND MARKING TIME:  In order to create a more unified, full, 
and seamless sound from our ensemble, we will incorporate stagger breathing in all 
rehearsals and performances.  No two individuals (standing next to each other) should 
breathe at the same time (most commonly at the end of a measure).  Breathing after every 
4 beats, or after every long note is a HARD HABIT TO BREAK.  However, by introducing 
and enforcing the following step-out technique, an awareness of section and ensemble 
breathing will become habit. 
 
STEPPING OUT:  Regardless of section/ensemble set up (arcs, lines, circle, etc.), each 
individual should take a small step forward (roll) when breathing.  In order to develop an 
awareness of who is breathing around the section, individuals should be encouraged to 
watch the section and NOT breathe when other individuals around them are taking 
breaths.  It is helpful to first practice this in a circle, and necessary to reinforce at all times.   
 
BREATHING – INHALE & EXHALE:  Is it true that we tend to focus on just the inhalation 
part of breathing?  Indeed this is important, but the sound production happens through the 
exhale.  Once a proper breath is established, spend some time discussing the 
proper/necessary exhale.  Air exercises can help with this, as well as some of the 
“Breathing Gym” techniques.   
 
MUSIC AND MARKING TIME:  It is recommended that Section Leaders and Drill 
Instructors introduce marking time during music (and marching) rehearsals:  marking time 
during sections in the music that correspond to a drill move, holding when we hold.  This 
will help create connection between the music and movement, and drill moves (step-offs) 
will then become more natural on the field.  Drill Instructors should be proactive during 
music rehearsals when relating the music to the drill moves.   
 

LEAD ≠ CONTROL! 
When leading music rehearsals, please do not mistake your responsibility to be a leader 
with trying to “control” every aspect of the rehearsal.  TRUST that the section can be 
involved in the process.  Trying to control every moment of the rehearsal can potentially 
have a negative affect on the pacing and productivity, as it will undoubtedly affect the 
focus and engagement of the individuals within the section. 
 
 
REHEARSAL FORMATIONS:  During music rehearsals/sectionals, it is recommended that 
section leaders experiment with a variety of rehearsal formations.  Please consider the 
following concepts in order to provide for more effective music rehearsals – each one will 
allow both section leaders and members an opportunity for different listening scenarios: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ARCS (by part or mixed instrumentation) 
Benefits:  best for section leaders; establishes an ensemble-like setting that is good for 
section leaders to 1.) Be seen (conducting) and 2.) Hear all parts equally. 
 

 
 
CIRCLE 
Benefits: listen around and across the section or ensemble; places section leaders in the 
center; encourages better communication and easier visual access for comparing & 
contrasting; often creates a more collaborative environment. 
 

 
 
 

STRAIGHT LINES (facing each other) 
Benefits: provides section leaders with a good listening plane; allows sections and 
individuals to listen across the ensemble better and hear different parts; work on balance 
and blend (as well as horn angles and posture).  
 

 
 



MIXED INSTRUMENTATION (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) 
Benefits:  provides members with a more traditional MRD brass line instrumentation; 
mixed instrumentation allows members to more readily adjust balance and blend within 
sections; individuals cannot rely on being surrounded by like-parts.  
 

 
 

CHOIR (straight lines) 
Benefits:  provides section leaders with a good listening plane; if stacked parts (1st, behind 
2nd, behind 3rd) allows sections to listen back or forward to balance.  Also consider 
switching the order, placing the 1st in the back – 3rd in front.  This setting can also be used 
with the section all on the same part – simply change the order of who stands where. 
 

 
 
By MARCHING PARTNERS (mixed sections) 
Benefits:  if rehearsing music or marching with mixed sections (brass/ww), this allows 
marching partners to rehearse in a similar setting as on the marching field, (when doing 
drill).  The form doesn’t have to be a circle. 
 

 
 



MEMORIZATION:  It is essential that our show music (and selected stand tunes) be 
memorized in a timely and musical manner.   
 
It is the responsibility of each Section Leader to teach the memorization process 
(acknowledging that individuals memorize differently) and focus on this during each 
meeting.   
 
It is the responsibility of each member to make sure his/her music is memorized by the 
specified due dates.  Do not rush into memorization until the music has been thoroughly 
rehearsed.  Memorizing incorrectly, for the sake of time, is counterproductive. 
 
 

MEMORIZATION TIPS: 
 

1.) Review/rehearse the music thoroughly before memorizing. 
• Address the musical concepts: articulation, dynamics, style, etc. 
• Make sure there are no wrong notes or articulations 
• Address intonation and pitch tendency 
• Practice the technically challenging areas first  

 

2.) Memorization should always include style, dynamics and articulations. 
• Make sure to address these during the memorization process – don’t just 

talk about memorizing the notes, talk about making music. 
 

3.) Memorize in small segments – phrases that make sense. 
 

4.) Memorize from the end of the selection – work backward. 
 

5.) Create smaller groups within the section to break out with individual leaders to 
address memorization:   

• If there are divided parts, take the opportunity to memorize these 
separately. 

• If some members of your section memorize quickly, and others slowly, 
divide them – or pair up individuals who are struggling with individuals 
who are thriving.  

• If memorizing something the returning members should know, make sure 
to allow for review and then have another task/responsibility for them. 

 

6.) Take time to work with individuals who are having trouble with memorization, 
both during and outside of rehearsals.  

 

7.) Work ahead – although we may not be working on future show music or stand 
tunes in full rehearsal, it doesn’t hurt to begin rehearsing and memorizing the 
music with your section. 

 
8.) Don’t forget . . . everybody memorizes at a different pace.  Be prepared to 

adjust and assist with memorization issues.  Identify the individuals who may 
memorize quickly (and correctly) and those who struggle with the process. 

 
 
 



MEMORIZING BACKWARDS . . . 
 
Don’t take this literally, you’re not really going to play the music backward – you’re just 
going to memorize from the end of the piece, rather than the beginning.  While there is no 
proven “best” way to memorize, the sequencing of this method has benefits.   
 

1.) Rehearse the entire piece, focusing on both the musically and technically 
challenging sections. 

 

2.) Begin memorizing the ending – the last 12-8 bars. (it’s usually just a few whole notes) 
 

3.) Back up one phrase – run these measures with music, then without – addressing 
the musical concepts as you go. 

 

4.) Run the last 2 sections together. 
 

5.) Back up one more phrase, and repeat process. 
 
By memorizing from the end, one always knows what is coming up – unlike memorizing 
from the beginning, when every 4 or 8 bars there may be an automatic “hiccup” in the 
pattern because you reach music that has not yet been memorized.  By memorizing from 
the end, a more natural and seamless process is the result (for most).   
 

When memorizing either way, it is also a good idea to consider addressing the more 
difficult sections first – once those are under your fingers, everything else will seem 
“easy.” 
 


